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From 28 February 2018, we began accepting submissions on our 2018 commercial passenger
vehicle review via Engage Victoria (www.engage.vic.gov.au). On this website, people were given
the option to send us general feedback or respond to a set of questions we provided.
This submission responds to questions asked about our draft decision published on 21 June 2018.
1. Do you agree with our draft decision to keep maximum fares unchanged? Why or
why not?
Yes , Do not allow any increase in TAXI FARES, This is not ROCKET SCIENCE, We do
not need the Essential Services Commission to exist. You are a waste of Taxpayers
money. Over Regulation is what is destroying the TRANSPORT INDUSTRY....OVER
PRICED FARES, and TOO MANY Government Departments.... I would be happy that the
Government shut down your useless department that my Taxes pay for. Those in power in
Government are servants to the TAXPAYER, not the other way around. ...THe TAXI
SERVICES COMMISSION is a useless organisation , waste of TAX PAYERS money, all
the are good for is giving FINES to TAXI DRIVERS
2. Is the 'time AND distance' tariff system easier to understand than the current 'time
OR distance' tariffs? Why or why not?
this is not rocket SCIENCE my 5 year old can figure this out, AN INSULT to answer this
3. What are the positive and negative sides of using ‘time AND distance’ tariffs?
no positives
4. Should maximum fares include a cleaning fee?
Make THE TRANSPORT SYSTEM a cashless system , where Consumers have to have a
credit card to pay for the FARE...just like UBER....If a customers VOMITS in the TAXI or
make a mess , then an AUTOMATIC FEE IS deducted from their CREDIT CARD.SHUT
DOWN UBER IN AUSTRALIAYOU DUMBASS POLITICIANS , don't you realise that 30%
of every UBER FARE goes to AMSTERDAM thereby evading TAXES..
5. Are there any other matters we should consider in our final decision on maximum
fares for unbooked CPVs?
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BRING BACK REGULATION OF TAXIS , you dumb ass , YOU should use your brains and
realise UNLIMITED UBER and UNLIMITED TAXIS on the ROADS , brings too much social
problems...TRAFFIC CONGESTION, 30,000 UBERS in Melbourne, and 10,000 TAXIS ,
servicing MELBOURNE, drivers are working 19 hours a day to barely make a sustainable
living, ITS NOT WORTH TO WORTH ON TAXI ANY MORE YOU DUMB FUCK
POLITICIANSWe are waiting 3-4hours for one fare on a FRIDAY NIGHT you arsewholes....
WHAT we need to do is GET ALL VICTORIANS to rise up and FIGHT against our
CORRUPT

POLITICIANS,

and

SACK

ALL

MP's

and

all

in

GOVERNMENT

DEPARTMENTS, you are all EVIL and corrupt....
6. Upload submission
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